The Kepler mission has discovered a large number of planetary systems. We analyze the implications of the discovered single/multi-exoplanet systems from Kepler's data.
INTRODUCTION
The Kepler satellite (Borucki et al. 2010) has opened a new era in exoplanet research. Since Kepler's launch over 2300 exoplanet candidates have been reported, most of which are Neptune sized or smaller (Borucki et al. 2011; Batalha et al. 2012) . In the following, we refer to planet candidates as planets due to the low occurrence of false positives (Morton & Johnson 2011; Lissauer et al. 2012) . The observational data from Kepler's first four and sixteen months of activity respectively as presented in Borucki et al. (2011) and Batalha et al. (2012) , revealed a large number of multi-exoplanet systems. The large amount of data gives a significant boost to the statistical discussion on multi-exoplanet systems. In particular, one may deduce from the data information about the mutual influences of planets on each other (Ragozzine & Holman 2010; Lissauer et al. 2011; Tremaine & Dong 2012 ).
The simplest model, which assumes that the occurrence of transiting planets is an independent process and that all stars are equally likely to produce planets, results in a Poisson distribution of the number of transiting planets in a system. However, the observed transiting planet distribution from Kepler has been shown not to fit a Poisson distribution (Lissauer et al. 2011 ). This can easily be seen by comparing the ratio of the number of systems with one detected planet to the number of systems with two detected planets from the data published in Batalha et al. (2012) . For a Poisson distribution, this ratio is given by µ/2, where µ is the mean of the Poisson distribution. Therefore, we expect to have approximately µ = 0.344. Using this mean, it follows that there should only be 2.4 systems with four transiting planets, 
with five transiting planets and 9·10
−3 systems with six transiting planets. These numbers are very different from the observed data which has 27 systems with four transiting planets, 8 systems with five transiting planets and one system with six transiting planets (see §2). It is evident that the real distribution has a longer tail since Kepler's data indicates that there are more systems with a large number of transiting planets than predicted from a Poisson distribution.
The long tail can arise if the planet occurrence is a dependent process, where the formation or detection of one planet enhances the probability for another planet to form, and/or if solar systems tend to be rather planar (e.g., Lissauer et al. 2011) . In this paper we examine the predictions of a planar and low mutual inclination planetary systems under the assumption that planet occurrence is independent. In such planar and low mutual inclination independent models, while the true occupation number is Poisson, the transiting planet distribution is not, since planarity implies that if a given planet transits, others are more likely to transit as well. We compare the predictions to Kepler's data. We see that while planarity indeed creates a longer tail than in a Poisson distribution, it is not yet enough to explain the planet number distribution. The structure of the paper is as follows: In §3 we present the analytical planar independent model and compare it to Kepler's observations in §4. We then expand the planar independent model in §4.2 to include finite mutual inclinations in the planetary systems. We show that neither can explain Kepler's data and some correlation is necessary. In §5 we address the possible reason for the model's failure and in §6 we compare the independent model to previous works. Finally in §7 we discuss possible origins for these correlations.
Following Howard et al. (2011) and Tremaine & Dong (2012) , we restrict Kepler's detections to the well determined F, G and K stars. Like Tremaine & Dong (2012) , we only investigate stars that have log g ≥ 4 , 4000 o K ≤ T ef f ≤ 6500 o K and Kepler magnitude 9 ≤ K p ≤ 16, where the data was taken from Kepler's published result in Brown et al. (2011); Batalha et al. (2012) 3 . Since completeness of the sample is required for a proper statistical analysis, we must restrict the discussion to planets with short enough periods. This restriction insures that the data can be assumed to be complete, i.e. further data releases will not change significantly the observed data up to the cut-off. In order to evaluate, r max ,the upper boundary of our sample, we calculate the cumulative number of planets which satisfies the above criteria as a function of r -the semi-major axis of the planet's orbit in units of R * -the stellar radius. Following Howard et al. (2011) , we count each planet with a semi-major axis r as r planets, to account for planets in other systems in which the planets are not transiting due to unfavorable inclination (Borucki & Summers 1984) . Note that this factor should be applied to each transiting planet regardless of the planarity of the system and the correlations it creates. In fig.1 we plot the calculated cumulative number of planets with radii smaller than R Jupiter /3 as well as for planets with radii larger than R Jupiter /3. At a distance of r max ∼ 75 the smaller planets experience a role over, whereas the larger planets do not (see figure 1) . We interpret this break as the distance at which the completeness of the sample, starts to break for smaller planets. This interpretation is based on the assumption that the distribution of small planets and of large planets as a function of their semi major axis is similar as was found by Youdin (2011) . This break gives the upper boundary of our sample which corresponds to a period of 75.5 days.
Since the exact location of the role over is unclear and may be dependent on the definition of small and large planets, one may argue that the uncertainty in the location of r max may affect the applicability of our results. Therefore, in §8, we discuss the applicability of our result in the case where the data is assumed to be complete up to distances smaller than 75R * . We find the conclusions to be quantitatively similar for any r max > 45R * . Therefore, from now on and up to §8, we assume the data is complete up to r max = 75 and restrict our data analysis for distances smaller than that.
The probability of hosting a planet within the range {r, r + dr} is given by f (r)dr where f (r) is defined to be the occupancy distribution.
At the range {0, r max }, we fit f (r)to some piecewise power-low function of the form:
In order to calculate r a , r b and r c , we minimize the result of the chi-square between the empirical cumulative 3 http://archive.stsci.edu/kepler/planet candidates.html distribution function and the theoretical function with regards to r a , r b and r c . We find: r a = 3.4, r b = 12.8 and r c = 30.8 for r max = 75. Figure 2 shows our fitted cumulative distribution function compared to the observed data. It is evident that the functional form described by equation 1 is sufficient to adequately describe the data.
Note, that although there is a possibility that the current data may be supplemented by the discovery of additional, non transiting, planets, e.g. through TTV's (Agol et al. 2005; Holman & Murray 2005; Ford et al. 2011 Ford et al. , 2012 , this would not affect our analysis since those were already taken into account statistically, by counting each transiting planet as r planets. In this paper, we compare the expected distribution of transiting planets with Kepler's data.
THE INDEPENDENT PLANAR MODEL

Model Assumptions
We propose a very simple model in attempt to explain the amount of systems with some number m of transiting planets. This simple model allows us to evaluate these numbers analytically.
The basic assumptions of the independent planar model are as follows:
1. All planets in a system are exactly aligned -This assumption maximizes the correlation between different planets in a system and fortunately, it allows us to analytically model the probabilities of having a given number of transiting planets in a given system. This assumption only serves us in the analytic discussion, while later we also discuss the case of partially misaligned planetary systems ( §3.2).
2. All of the stars and planets are identicalTaking only F, G and K stars from the Kepler data, we limit ourselves to stars which have comparable mass and radii. By not including planets that are detected above a certain dimensionless semimajor axis r, we effectively reduce the effect of the planet's size on the detection efficiency.
3. The Occupancy distribution of a planet existing at a given distance from its stellar host, f (r), is the same for all the stars which are capable of producing planets and is given by equation (1). This assumption implies that in a given stellar system occurrence of a planet at one position is independent of the occurrence of other planets at other distances.
The basic assumptions of the independent planar model are similar to some aspects of models previously suggested (Lissauer et al. 2011; Tremaine & Dong 2012; Youdin 2011) . A detailed comparison between this model and its results to those of previous works, are discussed on §6.
P (m) -The probability for m transiting planets
We find P (m), the probability that a given star hosts m transiting planets, for a general model, in which the occupation probability function has a general form of f (r). In the following we denote distances in units of R * .
The zero mutual inclination assumption guaranties that for each orientation of the plane, there is a maximal distance from the star beyond which a planet does not transit. The probability for m transiting planets around a given star is therefore:
Probability density that the maximal transit distance is r. × Probability that m planets exist at distances smaller than r. .
The probability that m planets exist at distances smaller than r can be found from the mean number of planets up to distance r
Assuming no mutual influences between planets, the number of planets up to some radius is a Poisson variable. Therefore, the probability that m planets exist at distances smaller than r is:
Probability that m planets exist at distances smaller than r =
(4) Given a random orientation of the plane of the system, the probability of an object located at radius r to transit is 1/r (Borucki & Summers 1984) . Therefore, the probability density that the maximal transiting distance is r is given by 1/r 2 . Substituting this result and equation (4) into equation (2) we obtain:
In reality, there is a radius, r max , beyond which transiting planets are less likely to be detected due to the finite duration of the observations. Therefore, we limited our sample to r < r max so that f (r > r max ) = 0. Consequently, F (r > r max ) = F (r max ), and equation (5) becomes:
3.3. P (m) for our Occupancy Distribution So far, we have found P (m) for a general form of f (r). At this point, we find P (m) for our f (r) given by equation (1).
P (m), is a function of f via F . Therefore, we can decompose it into four different parts (7) where P a (m), P b (m) and P c (m) correspond to the different regimes of f (r), and P d (m) is related to the last term in equation (6). F (r) is simply given by:
where A = λ/3r 2 b . This gives us:
Since the number of systems with zero planets is vastly larger than these with the planets, we add another free parameter, C, which determines the fraction of stars that are able to produce planets with efficiency λ. Note that we still require that stars that are capable of producing planets to be identical. In this case: In a sample of N s stars, the expected number of systems that contain m transiting planets is
4. COMPARISON TO OBSERVED DATA Now that we have an analytical independent planar model for N exp (m) as a function of λ and C, we can compare this model to the observed data.
The number of systems, with a given number of transiting planets as observed by Kepler which satisfy our completeness constrains, as presented in §2, is shown in table 1. Note that the number of systems that do not contain any planets is hard to estimate due to the fact that not all of the stars were observed continuously (Batalha et al. 2012) . We set this number by hand to be 1.5 · 10 5 , where the exact number may differ from this amount and be between (1.28 − 1.9) · 10 5 . However, the exact number is degenerate with our parameter C and has no influence on the parameter λ, therefore it does not affect the applicability of our result.
Zero Mutual Inclination
In order to find λ and C which best fit the observations, denoted by λ 0 and C 0 4 , we define a likelihood function L obs (λ, C), which represents the likelihood of having N obs systems with m transiting planets, given an expectation value
This definition arise due to the fact that N exp (m) ≪ N s implying that N (m) is a Poisson variable with an expectation value N exp (m). We find that L obs (λ, C) has a maximum when λ 0 = 1.78·10
−2 , C 0 = 0.37, and its value is L obs (λ 0 , C 0 ) = 1.88 · 10 −15 . Figure 3 shows the best fit model compared to the observations of Kepler along with the best fit Poisson distribution. As expected, the planar model fits Kepler's data better than the Poisson distribution since planarity adds an additional correlation. The data agrees with the fit for m = 1 transiting planets, overestimate the number of pairs and underestimate the number of systems with m ≥ 3 transiting 4 The subscript "0" is for zero mutual inclination between the planets in the system. Later on, when we discuss non-zero mutual inclination between the planets, the subscript "0" will be replaced by I. planets (see also Johansen et al. (2012) for similar results). This can be understood as a partial failure of the independent planar model in its attempt to overcome the long tail problem that ruled out the Poisson distribution model presented before. In other words, the independent planar model does create an inherently longer tail compared to the Poisson distribution, but the tail is not long enough.
In order to estimate whether or not this deviation of the data from the predictions of the model is significant, we compare L obs (λ 0 , C 0 ) to the typical likelihood; i.e the expectancy value of the likelihood of sets of large number of N (m) drawn from a Poisson distribution with expected value N exp (m).
The typical likelihood can be calculated as follows. The number of systems with m transiting planets is a Poisson variable with a mean N exp (m). The probability of detecting N systems with m transiting planets, is [N exp (m) N /N !]e −Nexp(m) , therefore the contribution to the typical likelihood that comes from systems with m transiting planets is
where N s is the total number of stars in the sample. Since the probability that N systems contain m planets is, again, [N exp (m) N /N !]e −Nexp(m) , we obtain:
Since the typical likelihood is given by the product of L m typ (λ 0 , C 0 ) for all possible m's, we obtain:
(15) We find L typ (λ 0 , C 0 ) = 5.18 · 10 −8 . We define the ratio L obs (λ 0 , C 0 )/L typ (λ 0 , C 0 ) to be the success rate of the model. This parameter is a proxy to the validity of the model, values around unity indicate that the model fits the data well, while small values indicate improbable models. Since in our case the success rate is 3.64·10
−8 , we find that the independent planar model which assumes a planar system with independent planet occurrence, can be disqualified with high certainty.
An interesting property of the likelihood function is that it depends strongly on the product λ · C. This product is proportional to both the total number of planets per star and to the number of transiting planets per star. Specifically, for our function f (r) given by equation (1), 46.5Cλ is the mean number of planets and 1.9Cλ is the mean number of transiting planets, regardless of the mutual inclination. It is only the distribution of the number of transiting planets per system that depends on the mutual inclinations. Along the curve λ ∝ 1/C, the likelihood does not change significantly. Figure 4 shows the value of the likelihood function in the λ − C plane.
Finite Mutual Inclination
In nature planetary systems are more likely to have a small mutual inclination between planets due to various processes 5 . There is not much observational information about the mutual inclinations between planets. Holman et al. (2010) and Lissauer et al. (2011) placed an upper limit of I < 10 o on the mutual inclination of the systems Kepler-9 and Kepler-11, and Batalha et al. (2011) found I = 5 o − 20 o for the Kepler 10 system. However, no statistical analysis has been able to rule out the possibility that the typical mutual inclination may be larger.
We now extend our treatment to include systems with mutual inclinations between planets. An analytical derivation for the general case is much more complicated than the special case with zero mutual inclination; the results in this section are purely numerical.
We expect that by accounting for finite mutual inclination the model of independent planets would deviate even more from observations, since it will reduce the dependency in the detection process which will lead to fewer systems with a large number of transiting planets.
The mutual inclination is incorporated by having each planet randomly change its inclination relative to the system's plane. The random inclination is drawn from a Rayleigh distribution with a mode I. We inspect systems with I ∈ {2 o , 5 o , 10 o , 20 o }, this adds an additional free parameter to the independent planar model.
In order to evaluate P C (m), the probability for m transiting planets around a given star, in the case of non zero mutual inclination we use a numerical simulation. In each run of the simulation, we produce a planetary system that generates planets with a probability C. If the system is capable of producing planets, we construct ∼ 4300 bins ranging from r a to r max in such a way that the probability for each bin to host a planet is the same and in accordance with f (r) as presented in equation (1). Each bin is then assigned a random number that determines if it hosts a planet.
We then randomly draw an inclination for the whole planetary system from a uniform distribution of −1 ≤ cos(i s ) ≤ 1 where i s is the system's inclination relative to the observer. For each planet we randomly draw an orbital plane whose inclination relative to the plane of the planetary system, I, is drawn from a Rayleigh distribution and its argument of the ascending node is drawn from a uniform distribution. The inclination between the planet's orbital plane and the observer, i p , is then computed.
Counting the number of planets satisfying |r cos i p | < 1, we calculate how many planets transit in that specific system. This process is then reproduced for the number of stars in the sample N s ≃ 1.5·10 5 , and by averaging this simulation on 10 3 runs we find numerically N I exp (m), the expected number of systems with m transiting planets, under the assumption of a typical mutual inclination I.
After finding N I exp (m) we find the maximum likelihood of the observations using equation (12) where N exp (m) is replaced by N I exp (m) and denote the λ and C that correspond to this maximum to be λ I and C I .
As was done in the previous section, we compare L I obs (λ I , C I ) to the typical likelihood expected for I, λ I and C I (using equation (15) where N exp (m) is replaced by N I exp (m)). As done in §4.1, we define the ratio L I obs (λ I , C I )/L I typ (λ I , C I ) to be the model's success rate. The opposite extreme to the independent planar model is the case of an isotropic distribution of planets. It can be described by a simple analytical expression. If planets have an isotropic distribution, then each cell has some small chance (but independent from the other cells) of hosting a transiting planet. This naturally gives rise to a Poisson distribution. However, a Poisson distribution by itself hardly fits the observational data (Lissauer et al. 2011) . The analog of an isotropic distribution to the discussed model is having a fraction, C, of stars being capable of hosting planets. Those that are capable of hosting planets have a Poisson distribution of the number of transiting planets with a mean µ. The probability of a system hosting m transiting planets is then TABLE 2 Summary of our best fit results for different mutual inclinations. λ I is proportional to the probability of having a planet in a given cell, C I is the fraction of stars that are capable of hosting planets and the success rate is the ratio L I obs (λ I , C I )/L I typ (λ I , C I ) which represent the probability that the independent model fits the observations.
The Poisson parameter µ is related to λ Isotropic by: 
4.3.
Conclusions from the comparison to the observations As one can see from table 2, all possible inclinations are very unlikely (success rate≪ 1). Therefore, our main conclusion is that Kepler's observations can not be explained by a model which assumes that planet occurrence is an independent process and all planet producing stars are identical. Some additional correlation is required.
In the next section, we discuss briefly the types of correlations that might explain Kepler's data.
POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS
The inapplicability of the independent models presented before, might arise due to differences in the star's planet producing efficiency, and/or if planets in a given solar system affect each other, either in terms of creation or dynamical evolution. In this section, we present two possible explanations that may cause the failure of the independent model, one which arises from dependency between planets in a given solar system and one which arises from differences in the star's planet producing efficiency.
Mutual Planet Dependence
Previous works have shown that planets in a given stellar system tend to be relatively close to resonances (Lissauer et al. 2011; Fabrycky et al. 2012) . Latham et al. (2011) have shown that systems that contain giant planets (in particular hot Jupiters) tend to be single systems rather than multi. This indicates that mutual planet dependence might play a role, i.e. planets in a given stellar system affect the semi major axes of one another. In this section, we investigate this correlation.
Assuming that planets occurrence is an independent process and taking into account only pairs of transiting planets, we can calculate the distribution of the ratio r 2 /r 1 , where r 2 and r 1 are the semi major axes of the distant and the close planets respectively. This distribution, which depends on f (r), can be found numerically and compared to the distribution of r 2 /r 1 from the pairs in Kepler's data.
In figure 5 , we present the distribution of the ratio r 2 /r 1 from Kepler's 204 pairs (red line) compared to the distribution of the ratio r 2 /r 1 from our synthetic pairs (blue line).
The distribution from Kepler's data has a deficit compared to the synthetic pairs both in the similar radius pairs as well as the distant pairs. Using a two sample KS test, we find that the two distributions can not arise from the same distribution (the null hypothesis is rejected at level ≃ 10 −10 ). This conclusion rejects any model which assumes that the location of planets in a given system is independent on the existence of other planets in the system.
The nature of the dependency in a given system can be describe qualitatively. We know that planets can not be too close to each other due to consideration of dynamical stability (Lissauer et al. 2011, e.g.) , this explains the deficit in pairs with the same radius. On the other hand, it is evident that planets in a given system tend to be closer to one another than expected from an independent distribution, this is also demonstrated by their tendency to be near low-order mean-motion resonances (Lissauer et al. 2011; Fabrycky et al. 2012) , this explains the deficit of planets with a large radius ratio.
Note that a dependency in the location of different planets in a given solar system naturally affects the probability of planet detection. The expected number of systems with some specific number of planets m, is influenced by this dependency. Therefore, we find this dependency to be at least a partial cause to the observed deviations from the independent models expectations. Buchhave et al. 2012) . It is not unreasonable to assume that the normalization or even the functional form of f (r) may depend on the metallicity of the star.
In order to see whether or not a metallicity dependence of λ is sufficient to produce the observed correlation, we divide the planets producing stars into two different pop- Pilachowski et al. (2012) , the metallicity distribution among Kepler's stars is [F e/H] = −0.18 ± 0.28. Guided by these results, we divide the planets producing stars into two categories: one, which contain 80% − 90% of the planets producing stars and characterized by planet producing efficiency λ, and the other, contain a fraction of F Q ∼ 10% − 20% of the planet producing stars, which characterized by planet producing efficiency Qλ, where Q is in the range 3 − 10. Maximizing the likelihood function (equation 12), we find a good fit to the observations (L obs ∼ 10 −1 L typ ) both for an independent planar model as well as for isotropic model (see table 3 ).
It is therefore conceivable that differences in the metallicities between different stars may be responsible for the correlations we observed in the data.
Note that the correlation between metallicity and planet producing efficiency is not unambiguous and resent works have shown different results. Schlaufman & Laughlin (2011) and Buchhave et al. (2012) , show that this correlation only holds for Neptune sized planets and above, or for M dwarf stars. Since Kepler's data contains mostly smaller planets where the metallicity has a weaker influence on the star's planet producing efficiency, another mechanism with such significant influence on the λ distribution, may explain the deviations from the independent model. Lissauer et al. (2011) used the data from Kepler's first data release to estimate statistically the coplanarity of planetary systems. Their sample included all planets orbiting stars with R * < 10R ⊙ , with periods 3 < P < 125 days, radii 1.5 < R p < 6 Earth radii and S/N > 16 (as listed for Q0-5 6 ). They numerically create a synthetic population of planets by assigning each star in the Kepler's target list a number of planets drawn from either a Poisson, uniform or exponential distribution. The planets are then given periods and sizes to match the observed population while maintaining a minimum radial separation between planets in order to preserve the system's stability. Each planetary system is then randomly oriented and each planet is given a random inclination. The simulated planets are then checked to see if they would have been detected by Kepler. They find that a low-mutual inclination gives the best result and that only 3% − 6% of stars host planetary systems. However, they can not rule out the possibility that Kepler's data contains stars with a large amount of planets and a high mutual inclination. This work is most similar to our approach, especially the case where they choose the number of planets is chosen from a Poisson distribution, which is suitable for independent planets. The reason that we arrive at different conclusions it that we use a larger data set than Lissauer et al. (2011) . We have also implement an analytical model rather than a numerical one which simplified the analysis. Lissauer et al. (2011) and us differ in our approach towards addressing the issue of data completeness. We empirically find the distance at which small planets are no longer detected and while Lissauer et al. (2011) mimic the stellar and planet population of Kepler and simulate the transits of a given planet.
COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORKS
Using the same stellar selection criteria as we do, Tremaine & Dong (2012) analyzed planets from Kepler's first data release with radii smaller than 2 Jupiter radius and periods up to 200 days. Taking into account geometric corrections, they fit a "planetary distribution function", a distribution function that specifies the probability of a star to host a given number of planets, to the observed data. This approach is in some sense, the opposite extreme to ours. They allow for any planet number distribution, while our approach which assumes identical stars and independent planet results in a Poisson distribution of the number of planets. It is for this reason that they find that the data can be explained by a small number of stars hosting a large amount of high mutual inclination planets as well as a large amount of stars hosting a smaller amount of planets in a rather planar configuration. Like this work, they assume independence for the position of planets in a given stellar systems; i.e. the occurrence of one planet did not influence the semi major axes of the others.
However, in §5.1 we have shown that there is a dependency between planets in a given planetary system. This finding seems to rule out the independent position assumption used both by Tremaine & Dong (2012) 's model as well as our simple independent planet model. Youdin (2011) has tried to find the form of the "underlying planetary distribution function". This function is somewhat similar to our f (r), but it also contain a dependency on the radii of the different planets; i.e. it describes the probability of hosting a planet with a given radius, R p , at some period P . In order to find this function, Youdin (2011) only needed information regarding the total number of planets. Therefore, he has used the total number of planets under a detailed analysis of survey selection effects. Our work tries to answer a different question. We assume the simplest underlying planetary distribution function that matches the observed period distribution and check to see if it is consistent with the observed multiplicities in the Kepler's data. This allows us to rule out the possibility that planet occurrence is independent of other planets.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It is clear that transiting planet occurrence cannot be a totally independent process; transiting planets do not occur randomly in systems, since independent process gives rise to a Poisson distribution in the number of systems with m transiting planets, rather additional dependencies are required.
The simplest dependency one may assume is a perfectly planar solar system. In this paper, we found analytically the probability that a given star hosts m transiting planets, P (m), assuming that planet occurrence is an independent process and allowing for planar systems. The probability, P (m), in this model, depends only on the parameter λ, which represents the planet producing efficiency of all stellar systems. The planar assumption was not adequate in explaining Kepler's observations, so we added another free parameter C, which determines the fraction of stars that are able to produce planets. This model also failed to explained the observed data.
We conclude therefore that Kepler's observations can not be explained by any model which assumes that planet occurrence is an independent process with the same efficiency λ for all planet producing stars. Some additional correlation is required. We discuss two possible correlations that might explain the deviations from the simple independent model. The first possible correlation is some mutual influence of planets in a given stellar system. In attempt to find evidence for such mutual influence, we compared the ratio between semi-major axes in Kepler's pairs, to that of a synthetic population which were numerically produced under the assumption of no mutual influence. We find that Kepler's data does not match the synthetic population. Although this might not be the only deviation from the independent model, we speculate that this mutual influence is significant and it has an influence on the observed number of multiple planets.
Another possible correlation is that λ is not constant among the different stars; i.e. planet producing stars are not identical and may produce planets with different efficiencies. Using previous studies about the metallicity influence on planet producing efficiency, we have shown that taking into account a metallicity distribution might explain the deviation of the data from the presented model. However, since the influence of metallicity seems to hold only for giant planets, this additional dependency should be taken as an example of how an additional dependency can solve the problem rather than be interpreted as the real physical dependency.
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APPENDIX: DISCUSSION ABOUT COMPLETENESS
In section §2, we have discussed the importance of data completeness for statistical analysis as the one presented in this work. In our work, finding r max , the maximal semi major axis for which the data is assumed to be complete, was based on locating the point in which the number of small planets experience a role over. Since the definitions of "small planets" and "role over" may be a bit flexible, we investigate the validity of our results for r max which are different from 75R * .
The validity of the model is given by the successes rate, i.e. the maximal likelihood of the observations when λ and C are free parameters, compared to the typical likelihood. Therefore, in order to evaluate the influence of the assumed r max on the model, we find the success rate of the model for every r max ∈ {15R * , 75R * } using the same procedure presented in §4.1. The success rate of the independent planar model is presented on figure 6 7 . From figure 6, one can deduce that for r max > 25R * , the success rate is smaller than 10 −2 and for r max > 45R * it is smaller than 10 −7 . Therefore, changing r max from the our canonical value of 75R * by a factor of order unity, seems to have a small influence on our qualitative results.
